APPENDIX G

Remote
Conferencing—
Findings and
Recommendations

Introduction
The Civil Justice Improvements (CJI) Committee
carefully considered the potential benefits that
courts can reap from applying communications technology to civil litigation.1 In doing so, the Committee
was mindful that, given the proclivity of courts to
honor traditions, there could be a tendency to try to
adapt technology to preexisting processes and modes
of operation without a sufficient look at new and
better ways to meet judicial responsibilities. Within
the tech world, this is known as “paving the cow
path”—just replicating the preexisting process in a
new format instead of making deeper adjustments.
The use of communication technology to hold
hearings, both by telephone and video teleconferencing technology, is widely available to reduce cost
and delay in civil litigation.2 The following Findings
and Recommendations aim to encourage courts to
embrace these technologies enthusiastically and
effectively.
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Findings and
Recommendations
FINDING 1

COMMENTARY

Telephonic communication can reduce cost and delay

Telephonic conferences reduce travel time and costs

in the civil justice system.

for litigants and counsel. This technology is already
fully developed, involving minimal implementation
costs for users. Indeed, telephones are universally

RECOMMENDATION 1.1
To the extent possible and appropriate,
courts should expand use of telephonic
communication for civil case conferences,
appearances, and other straightforward
case events.

available, convenient to lawyers and self-represented
litigants, and efficient in terms of avoiding travel,
wait times, and scheduling delays in cases involving a large number of parties. Vendor-based systems such as CourtCall or existing phone systems
can be used depending on resources and existing
technological capabilities. Hence, the CJI Committee believes that telephone hearings should be
encouraged throughout the court system where

RECOMMENDATION 1.2
The higher the stakes of the hearing or case
event, the better technology needs to be
(e.g., transition from use of telephonic conferencing to video conferencing as complexity of case event increases).

appropriate.3
Examples of inappropriate situations include where
there are poor connections, a hearing requires reference to multiple documents, the subject matter is
complex, or issues of witness credibility are involved.
Videoconferencing, with its capacity to bring motion
and picture quality to a conference, should be used to
address complexities and special concerns that are
likely to arise in a hearing. The following Findings
and Recommendations address videoconferencing in
greater detail.
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FINDING 2

Despite the widespread use of videoconferenc-

Videoconferencing can reduce cost and delay in more

employed by state courts in civil cases. While there

complex litigation events.

is little empirical research on the extent to which

ing in federal agencies, it has not been as widely

videoconferencing is used in state courts, there are
some reports that highlight savings from the use

RECOMMENDATION 2.1

of videoconferencing in the criminal system.6 It

Courts should use videoconferencing in civil
litigation when appropriate and in propor-

is reasonable to infer that reduced travel time and
transportation costs experienced by criminal courts
using videoconferencing will also be gained in the

tion to the needs of the appearance.

civil justice system.7
The CJI Committee recognizes several barriers to the
use of videoconferencing. These include infrastruc-

RECOMMENDATION 2.2

ture costs (for example, set up and maintenance),
local culture habits and attitudes, usage fees, and

Whenever videoconferencing is used for a
hearing, all parties should participate in that
manner unless the judge allows otherwise.

a general preference for in-person interaction.8
Numerous courts are implementing more advanced
videoconferencing systems that address these
concerns through increased functionality, increased
ease of access, and lowered costs for users.9

COMMENTARY
As more individuals have access to modern personal
computers and handheld devices, videoconferencing
has become a trend in our society. While friends,
families, and businesses increasingly use videoconferencing to communicate and conduct commerce,
courts largely have not resorted to videoconferencing
to conduct civil hearings except in narrow circumstances. Video appearances have been used in criminal proceedings such as when an accused is incarcerated. Videoconferencing has been utilized for
international witness appearances and for language
interpretation. Significantly, videoconferencing has
been used for evidentiary hearings, including real

Many states must consider deploying scarce judicial
resources to urban and rural areas of the state. In
Oregon, judges use videoconferencing technology
to hear certain cases (small claims, post-conviction
civil cases, other non-jury proceedings).10 Videoconferencing can also stretch scarce resources11 and
ensure judicial availability after disaster events.
In addition, this resource may provide a means
for a specialized court to operate across intrastate
jurisdictional lines for certain hearings,12 such as a
statewide commercial case docket. Of course, videoconferencing should not merely be used for judicial
convenience.

time testimony by witnesses, in thousands of federal

Recommendation 2.2 encourages a policy that,

administrative adjudications in the last decade.

whenever videoconferencing is used for a hearing, all

4

The Administrative Conference of the United States

parties must participate in that way unless the judge

reports that videoconferencing has saved the gov-

determines otherwise. This course of action will

ernment $59 million annually and $596 million over

ensure that all parties on the same footing with no

the last ten years. Moreover, an Administrative

one having a visual advantage over another.

Conference study determined that the use of videoconferencing has no effect on the outcome of cases.5
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FINDING 3

COMMENTARY

Videoconferencing can positively affect access to justice

The Landscape of Civil Litigation informs us that in

for litigants, particularly self-represented litigants.

roughly 75 percent of all civil cases, there is at least
one party who is not represented by a lawyer. In
this context, travel costs and work absences asso-

RECOMMENDATION 3.1
Cost and convenience to litigants should
be taken into account when implementing
videoconferencing.

ciated with attending a court hearing can deter
self-represented litigants from effectively pursuing
or defending their legal rights. Technology,13 and
videoconferencing in particular, can help mitigate
these obstacles, offering significant cost savings for
self-represented litigants and generally resulting
in increased access to justice through courts that
“extend beyond courthouse walls.”14
Recognizing that videoconferencing cuts down on
travel expenses, courts must consider whether utilizing this technology creates significant other costs
to litigants. For example some vendors charge a fee
per each videoconference appearance.15 Hence, courts
and parties must evaluate whether the costs of videoconferencing would neutralize any potential access
to justice gains. To minimize costs, libraries, public
Wi-Fi locations, and other locations16 could serve as
appropriate bases for litigants to access the courts.
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